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Socialists' arrests
lead to campus rally

til *

The arrest of two members
ol the Socialist Workers Party
in downtown Stockton last
week prompted a protest rally

on campus Wednesday.
Arrested 011 a charge of
soliciting without a license
were Gaile Wixson and Bill

Putin area of n,

1

•

Hutton. They contend that
the
arrest
was
unconstitutional and our civil
rights were impeded. We were
engaged
in
political
campaigning.
which
is
protected under the law."

Police
Chief
E.
"Jess"
Delaney,
"one
of
our
plainclothesmen
was app
roached by the suspects in
downtown Stockton.
They
offered him a copy of The
Militant, which he bought.

In a political rally Oct. IB
on Anderson Lawn in which
U.S. Senate candidate Dan
Styron of the Socialist Workers
spoke,
Wixson and Hutton
explained how they were
arrested,
questioned
and
incarcerated for six hours at
the county jail
in French
Camp.

"He subsequently called
for a patrol car to assist him in
taking the two into custody.
Delaney didn't know whether
the officer had asked to see a
vendor's license, however, he
added there was 110 record of
one being issued to the
suspects.

According

draft!
"•'•It bftiln^Lj
"nlull would had
••>nd into the ni

to

Stockton

see ARRESTS pg. six
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Bike and pedestrian path under construction

Freshmen festival fun

lie additions must
»ed n it to UOM

Pictured above is the area between the University Center and
North Hall that is in the process of being paved to serve as a
bicycle and pedestrian path. Last minute hitches continue to

"«• by the first o|

delay the opening of the complex. The Center is now expected
to be ready by Nov. 15.

At SWP press conference•
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Minimize the cost of installing
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cables
which
connect the various terminals
around campus. The site
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Delays have been plaguing
the
completion
of
the
University Center for the last
month. The earliest date given
for
finishing
up
the
construction is November 15.

Dental clinic to
be formed here
Administrators here and
at the UOP School of Dentistryare making plans to establish a
dental clinic on the bottom
level of the Cowell Student
Health Center, which will offer
services at minimal costs to
students and faculty.
Hut the administrators are
scratching their heads in
trying to figure out where the
computer center, which
Presently occupies the bottom
floor area of the infirmary will
oe moved to.
"What is holding
up
operations now is the problem
01 finding a new spot for the
computer
facility."
commented Health Center
director Dr. Alan F. Morrison,
*ho has been active in
Planning the clinic. "The
computer center must be set up
111
u central location on
campus. But with other student
services attempting
to
centralize themselves as well.
1 has been difficult to find an
U()equate location."

,7/ Cliarm*H

Delays continue
to plague Center

Wednesday, a rally was held on Anderson Lawn to protest
the arrest of two Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
campaigners. Pictured on the steps of Stockton City Hall
during a press conference is SWP candidate for U.S. Senate
Dan Styron (right). To his left are Gaile Wixson and Bill
Hutton, the two who were arrested last week in dow ntow n
Stockton for soliciting without a license. Mike Maloney (left)
organized the press conference.

H'kh on the list of possible
"cations is the End Zone site,
c h-nd Zone will be closed
down.
to be replaced by the
Mall
'n the University Center.
The dental clinic will be
jj" hy the UOP School of
cntistry und wjll be slafled
s'x
third-year
dental
'Wonts and one professor.
,|i70r(f'ng to Morrison, the
je wi,, tje completely self_ ainingund will offer dental
fUt 'ccs to students and
Ihmip. Und possibly to their

#ithRegarding

fees, there will
cr be a pre-paid plan or a
cypjtu cost at approxi• . d cly bo percent of the usual
dl'ntdl
fees
charged.

F"or the lust two weeks,
men with jackhammers have
been ripping up the apartment
level deck in order tosearch for
and repair several leaks.

Morrison explained.

The leaks, which allow
water to drip down into the
sections below, were caused by
several holes in the membrane
of the deck paving, according
to Robert W. Ratcliff. architect
in charge of the Center project.

THE CLINIC will be
equipped with ultra-modern
facilities. Six dental chairs will
be provided.
While most administrators
feel that it will be at least a
year before the clinic will be in
operation. Morrison believes
that
it
should
take
considerably less time, per
haps three to five months.
"The clinic will be a fine
addition here and will cer
tainly help cement relations
between UOP San F rancisco
(home of the School
ol
Dentistry)
and
UOP
Stockton."
President Stanley E.
McCaffery asserted that the
dental clinic plan has been met
with "100 per cent approval"
from the Board of Regents and
the personnel of the School ol
Dentistry. "We've been talking
about this possibility for over a
year," McCaffrey said. "We
just hope that we can find a
place for the computer center

"The
membrane
is
constructed of several layers
of asphalt and impregnated
fiberglass." said Ratcliff. "I
really don't understand how it
could've gotten punctured."
the

By CAROLYN GOODWIN

Homecoming
October 26

Breakfast at 7:30 a.m. to be
followed by the traditional
Pacific Ave. parade, at 10 a.m.
Floats, built by the various
living groups on campus will be
see HOMECOMING pg. six

The construction taking
place on west Chapel Lane will
transpose the road into a
pedestrian
and
bicycle
pathway. Ratcliff projects this
to be completed by the end of
next week.
He mentioned that several
occupants were impatient to
move
into their future
establishments, and said that
"beneficial occupancy" would
not be advisable until the
university
lakes complete
responsibility for the Center.
UOF
will
not
take
possession of the Center until it
is a complete and functioning
building, according to Ratcliff.
The contractors have until
Nov. 16 to fulfill their option, or
else they must pay a penalty.

Student support
needed to
develop plans
By LISSA SHIRELING
Gary Kleemann, director
of the University Center,
considers himself the coach,
not the quarterback, when it
comes to developing pro
grams for the new complex.
"My job is to help students
develop their own programs.
It's up to the students to carry
the ball," he explained.
Kleemann comes to UOP
from
the University of
California at Irvine where he
was Director of
Campus
Activities, said that he is more
an
educator
than
an
administrator. This attitude is.
also reflected in his concept of
the University Center.

ACCORDING TO Kleemann
the Center is a non-academic
facility, yet is an educational
facility as well. It is a place for
learning experiences, to learn
about things you're interested
in, he commented. Because
the University Center is for
everyone at UOP. Kleemann
stressed that he would like to
work with anyone who is inter
ested in designing programs.
"I eagerly invite everyone
on campus to help. I want to
involve everybody, not just the
students," he exclaimed.
Kleemann said that he
could not compare UOP with

see KLEEMANN pg. six

Newman House offers services to students

soon."
The
UOP School of
Dentistry has 11 dental clinics
operating
throughout
.California.

A colorful parade, a street
fair and an afternoon football
game will highlight UOP s 1974
Homecoming Oct. 26.
With the theme "Tigers
For All Seasons" the day's
activities will be kicked oil
President's
with a Past

Ratcliff went on to say that
seal between the slabs

might have been defective.
However, he explained that his
company and the contractors
are "unable to figure out the
exact problem."

Center head Kleemann says

Pictured above are some scenes from the annual Elbert Covell
College Freshmen Festival held last Friday in the
Conservatory of Music. The event featured some 50 Covell
freshmen performing dances, songs and skits depicting the
lifestyles of the various Spanish-speaking countries. A band
also played. TOP PHOTO: Jose Medrano (left) and Rene
Vaquerano, both of El Salvador, are shown in a segment of
their skit which told about the people of their country.
BOTTOM PHOTO: Humberlo Villamil from Ecuador (left)
und Ana Blum from Colombia perform the "Cumbia", the
national dance of Colombia.

Photos by Carol Reed

"At Newman House, we
hope to help students lose their
fear of institutional religion
and not see it as repressive
political
institution,"
commented Father Robert
Silva, director of Newman
House.
Newman House, located at
4101 N. Manchester, is open 24
hours a day and offers help and
guidance to the people of the
UOP community.
The center is named after
a cardinal of the Roman
Catholic church who is "the
patron of our work in higher
education." Newman House is
not a UOP organization. It is
currently heading into its
second year of service.
ALTHOUGH he is of the
Catholic faith, Silva feels he
has become a chaplaini lor.
"all." Since he is the only fulltime chaplain on campus,
people of many Christian faiths
seek help from him.
"Our purpose is to serve
the Catholic community, and
most importantly to be of
service to students and faculty

in any way we can.
People have come to the
house to discuss marriage,
suicide, alcohol and drug
problems, emotional and
vocational
counseling and
religion. Some just come to
study or watch television.
Whatever the case may be,
there is someone there at all
times to be of service," Silva
asserted.
Currently, mass is held

everyday at the house at 6 p.m.
"The purpose of mass is to give
us strength for the work we
do,"
Silva
explained.
• Everyone is invited to attend
the mass.
A series of classes on
"Christ, the Church, and the
Human Person", will begin
next Monday at 8 p.m. The dis
cussion will center around the
Person of Jesus, and will be led
by Father Silva. While talking

FATHER ROBERT SILVA AND STUDENTS
"Offers guidance to people of UOP community'

about the Person of Christ, as a
man of prayer, the charac
teristics of the prayer of Jesus,
his relationship with the GodFather, and the relationship
between the prayer of Jesus
and the Paschal Mystery will
be discussed. The class will be
held in WPC 242. Pre-register
with Newman Center at 9510881. There will be a $3 regis
tration fee.
Another class will begin on
Wednesday that will deal with
love
and
interpersonal
relationships, and will be held
at Newman House at 8 p.m.
The class, "Marriage Pre
paration," will deal with the
doubts some couples may have
about marriage. There is a $5
fee for this class. Call Newman
House to pre-register.
Masses are held every
Sunday morning at Newman
House at 10 a.m. and every
Sunday evening at 8:00 p.m. at
Morris Chapel on the UOP
Campus. There is also a week
day Mass. Monday through
F'riday, at Newman House at
6:10 p.m.
see NEWMAN HOUSE pg. six
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Brown or Flournoy or

Question Man
Who are you going to vote for in
the upcoming gubernatorial
race?

sC'Cf
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v*
trzcp
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Well, I know

more iibowi
him. He seems that he rem
cares about the People. Iy

Randy Otis - Junior. COPFlournoy All Republicans are
not us bad as Richard Nixon.
And I d hate to see anothei
Brow n in ollice.

Susan Baker - Sophomore,
COP. I'm not sure. Flournoy.I
just went along more with his
position. I supported him in the
primary.

ip

,

V
%

Tom Benito
* rt'shnia„School of Engineering. Brov^
George
Kokenakis
Freshman, COP.I don't know.
Flournoy. He's supposed to
have a congregation every
month - a public discussion.
I'm from Ohio, but I'll be
voting in California.

,

no*

th"

going,,

help

r°«

f
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Mark

Who's running? Iwouldn
S^onhem. Neither one
ot them knows what they
doing. Brown. I guess.

tions in lilt- past, noting this
Sept. 15-16 when MECHA
UOP's MECHA is on the
helped carry out the Mexican
move, and according to
Independence Celebration in
President Xavier Castc-llanos.
Stockton.
Castellanos foresees a
"It's getting stronger."
time when COP w ill join forces
The Movimiento Estu-'
with MECHA at San Joaquin
"THIS CREDENTIAL
diantal Chicano de Aztlan
Delta College. Presently . they
(MECHA) originated on this
would be an addition to the
work together for different
campus in 11)69. Castellanos
teaching credential. Anyonecauses and support each other.
feels last year's organization
with a B.A. and a teaching
They are still individual
was strong and attributes its
credential will be- able to apply
increased strength to more
organizations and it will be
for it."
student turnout.
some time before they would
Castc-llanos explained that
Castc-llanos said.
"We "MECHA's function is to work
consider combining us one.
w ant to gel rid of the Big W hile- with the community and keep
Alvarez
said
UOP's
Ivory Tower' image that the chicanos involved w ithboth the
MECHA has a membership of
chicano community has of community and their school. It
about 40 people. This includes
COP. We want to bring COP also enlightens COP about the
chicanos, anglos, blacks, and
and the community together."
Hawaiians. She felt that it is
chicano culture, he- said.
Geo Alvarez, a senior
important that UOP sees
Alvarez said MECHA has
Covell student, said. "We're
MECHA
as
an
open
worked
successfully
with
acting as a middle- man for Stockton's chicano organizaorganization
in
which
h • • • m m • h • • • • • • i B i H i a i membership isn't limited by
race.
Rodolpho Rubalcava, a
sophomore in Covell, said he's
T eatures:
in MECHA to "find ways to
* 14 scientific functions
develop my education and
* 37 keys
•
improve
myself. MECHA
Trigonometric functions performed using degree or
| helps me to understand the
COP and the- community.
We're acting as spokesman for
the screening committee for
the upcoming Cross-Cultural
Bi-lingua!
Specialist's
Credential.

INTRODUCING!
,. MELCOR SC-535

!

radian entry
m
"Algebraic peoblem entry
* Solves complex problems involving up to tow levels
=
of parenthesis
_
* Solves problems in minutes that take hours with aI
slide rule
•
* Single function keys help eliminate ambiguity in|
s
operation
m
* Performs lull chain calculations with any sequence •
of functions
* Error and low battery indicators
* Separate system clear and clear entry kevs

CHARBROILED
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2309 N. CALIFORNIA

SPECIAL!
WITH TWO PIECES OF
CHEESE. FRENCH FRIES
16 OZ. SOFT DRINK

BIG SYD'S
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The deadline for submitting information to 'miscellany'J
noon on the Tuesday before publication.
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well as general campus news.

(CPS) Ponce de Leon would
rejoice: a major breakthrough
has been scored in the search
for the Fountain of Youth.
Two
Cniversity
of
California researchers, Dr.
Lester Packer and Dr. James
Smith, have reported
that
Vitamin E prolongs cell life.
When treated with Vitamin
E.
lung cells
reproduce
themselves
for
120
generations:
when
left

Featuring

TOp

QUALITY MERCHANDISE

no cheapo products!
STOCKING BRAND NAME ITEMS
to help you get it together for Winter Term

untreated, the laboratory cells
reproduced only 50generations
Packer
and
Smith
cautioned that this does not
mean that Vitamin E by itself
will prolong human life.
According to Dr. A.L.
Tappel of the University of
California, an expert on
Vitamin E.the miracle vitamin
protects living cells from
dangerous oxidents.

:
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It's Like You Never Left 6.98
The Best of Dave Mason 6.98
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3.99

3.80
3.80

War Live
MARSHALL TUCKER

A New Life
Marshall Tucker

6.98
6.98

3.99
3.99

3.60
3.60

3.99

WAR
9 9 8

BOB JAMES

One

6 9 8

Bad Company

Fulfillingness First Time 6.98
Inner Visions
6.98

3.99
3.99

3.80
3.80

6 98

TRAFFIC

Where The Eagle
Flies

6.98

a non profit community service of the
associated students of
the university of the pacific

3.60

5.85

5 . 50

3.99

3.60
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STEVIE WONDER
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Oct. 21-25

NORTHFACE SLEEPING BAGS

WOOLRICH

stale's most magmli

•SatDta1 n<

stop in and check it out

KELTY PACKS
ALPINE PRODUCTS

In just 18 days, th

Fund requests

ow

VASQUE HIKING BOOTS

Ktlr

will be deciding upor

MINORITY STUDENTS AT USE LAW SCHOOL will host
a program ior third-world prospective law school applicants
next Saturday. Oct. 26. The day-long program will include
detailed information about admission requirements and
application procedures to CSF Law School. The program will
be held in rooms 250-251 in McCluren Hall on the University"!
San Francisco campus. Contact Kenneth Lloyd, law school
admissions director, at (415) 666-6544.
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BACKPACKING and HIKING EQUIPMENT

rgiu#

flood storage. Al/ov
measure by two-ihi

'he Stanislaus unde,

AS0OP
DISCOUNT RECORDS

plus the best in

ol the river only '<

AN INSURANCE PROGRAM for students living o»
campus has been instituted by ASUOP. The policy consists ol
personal property insurance, covering all personal items will
the exception of money, valuable papers and cars. For $25,
student can purchase a $1500 policy. Those interested should
go to the ASUOP offices and see the secretary. Information1
w ill be distributed soon to campus residence.

Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt-Stockton

Falk and Alfa SKI BOOTS

provided (bit su
adversely affect fho

SCANDINAVIAN SEMINAR is accepting applications lor
it's study abroad program in Denmark. Finland. Norway or
Sweden for the 1975-76 academic year. You will live with a
Scandinavian family while attending classes at a "People's
College" (a residential school for continuing adult edit
cation). 11 you are interested, contact Scandinavian Seminar,
100 East 85th Street. New York. N.Y. 10028.
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FULL LINE of CROSS COUNTRY SKI EQUIPMENT

Prohibit c°ni'ruc,'<

SEAR'S CREDIT CARDS are being made available to
UOP juniors and seniors. This could be quite helpiul
establishing a credit rating. Applications are available from
Mark Rogo at ASUOP or Gene O'Bryan at SAE.

The Fountain of Youth?

zcops

next to the Bijou Theatre

California Wild

chutzpah'.

MECHA is "getting stronger'

pob'»c

specif port"
Stanislaus R'*jr

JEWISH STUDENTS are holding a meeting Thursday
Oct 24 at 9 p.m. in the Gold Room. Come join us. Bring your

wilderness equipment specialists

BRAND NEW STORE AT
171 W. ADAMS

/hilends

studies or general science, a high school d ropou can use your
resistance. Contact
Contact Angel
Angel Perea or Richard Garcia at the
assistance.
HEP offices located in Quonset 4. Phone. 2o21 or 946-2521

MECHA PRESIDENT XAVIER CASTELLANOS

ft s

Wild ***

HEP STILL NEEDS TUTORS lor this academic year. The
High School Equivalency Program isgrowing in participants,
.but? not ,*40tino
enough help
help from outside. 11 you have a
getting enough
background in literature reading, English, math, social

Alpine Products
|^l

let's Deli*

THE ASUOP INFORMATION LINE is now installed By-

dialing 946-2237 (or simply 2237 on campus). a voice will greet|
Vou with all the ASUOP-sponsored events lor that day. The
recording lists speakers, senate meetings and social events as

MECHA plans to send a
member to the Association of
Mexican American Educators
(AMAE) Conference Oct. 2426. This person will learn about
different fields including the
Cross -Cultural Credential,
affirmative
action
and
collective bargaining.

DOUBLE BURGER

\ $1.40

MINIMAX ELECTRONICS

problems society has and how
to cope with them."
Bobbie Spurlock, an anglo
grad student, said, "I want to
increase my involvement with
the Mexican people and with
the
Stockton
community.
Besides all the other MECHA
members are my friends. 1 like
them."

MECHA DONATED $20
and clothes to the Honduras
Fund. It also donated money to
the Boggs Tract community in
Stockton where members also
serve as tutors.
Interested persons are
encouraged to attend MECHA
meetings on Thursdays at 7:45
p.m. in the Wendell Phillips
Center lounge.

<2

miscellany

MECHA getting stronger in its fifth year
By BARBARA AZEVEDO

Hofsteltei

Sophomore. Pharmacy School.

Annette
Phillips
Sophomore,'
Conservatory.
Houston Flournoy.Iagree with
a lot of his policies. Kven
though I'm a registered Demo
crat. I think he's a good man.

Mark Rogo - Senior, COP.
Brow n. I like his past record in
politics. Above and beyond
that, he's a McCarthy man.

Nina Neve - Senior,
Raymond. Oh dear. 1 haven't
followed it seriously. I'll
probably
vote
for
the
Democrat-. Brown.
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McGraw-Hill company throws book at the sexists
(CPS)
"Examples
of
stereotyping to be avoided
scatterbrained female, fragile
flower, goddess on a pedestal,
catty
gossip,
henpecking
shrew, apron-wearing mother,
frustrated spinster..."

Editors at the McGrawHill Book Co. have sharpened
their pencils and begun attack
ing sexist educational texts
they publish. And they're not
alone. Other publishers have
joined the battle.
According to studies on
sex-role
stereotyping
jn
textbooks, plenty of editing is
in order. Though 51per cent of
the U.S. population is female,
the studies discovered men far
outnumbering women in texts
at all grade levels. Women who
were represented were shown
as servile, fearful, passive and
dependent.
IN A study of 554
elementary
readers, re
searcher
Diane
Graebner
found a ratio of three boys to
every two girls. She deter-

storh»«
that hn

75 Per cent
WCre

ab0Ut

<>' ^1
and

b°Vs

of alMih"! eUP675percent
hL» illustrations. She found
shallow'
tar
lm
var ably

depicted a*
and "mothers" in
wore
skirts
even

The rr aP^ng °r hiki"S d«wn
the Grand Canyon.
„ j Wben the Women on Words
and Images (WWI)
went
through 134 readers from 14
publishers, they found boys
outnumbering girls five to two
as lead characters in stories.
heir study uncovered six
biographies of males to every
one biography of a female. In
mathematics
books,
WWI
found boys solving astronomy
and chemistry problems and
learning to buy stocks while
girls measured curtains and
bought flour.
An investigation of social
studies texts by Richard
O Donnell revealed 83 percent
of the occupations described
belonged to males and only 17
per cent to females. The occu
pations for females included

waitresses, housewives, secre
taries and other service or
home-oriented jobs. Seventytwo males had prestigious jobs
while only one female was
shown in a similar role.
O'Donnell never found a male
doing dishes, cleaning
or
handling childcare duties.
Perhaps
the
most
exhaustive research on high
school civic texts was pub
lished in the book "You Won't
Do: What Textbooks on US
Government Teach High
School Girls." Dr. Jennifer
Macleod, research psycho
logist, and Sandra Silver(wo)man, feminist consul
tant, dissected eight leading
civics texts and found little
mention of women in the U.S.
political process.
They
discovered
that
illustrations
vastly underrepresented women. Whereas
51 to 73 per cent of the pictures
showed only men, a scant three
to nine per cent showed only
women. They saw only two pic
tures of women in non-tradi
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Wild and Scenic Rivers. Initiative.
Amends public resources code to designate
specified portions of the main stem of the
Stanislaus River as components of the
California Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Prohibits construction or operation of flood
control structures which would substan
tially diminish the public use or enjoyment
oI the specified portions of the river. Does
not prohibit structural or nonstructural
measures necessary for flood protection
provided that
such measures would
adversely affect those designated portions
ol the river only for necessary temporary
flood storage. Allows legislature to amend
measure by two-thirds vote.
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MACLEOD AND Silver(wo)man found the reading
matter no less stereotyping.
They uncovered statements
like: "the ideal presidential
candidate is...an energetic
member
of
the
male
sex...Some day perhaps, a
Negro, a Jew, even a woman,
may have some prospect of
being the party (presidential)
nominee."
While
researchers,

One of these bills, Title IX
of the Educational Amend
ments of 1972, says that no per
son on the basis of sex shall "be
subjected to discrimination
under any educational pro
gram"
receiving
federal
funds. Whether or not this
covers the subject of textbooks
has been a matter of debate.
The New York Times noted
that Title IX failed "to cover
discriminatory
curriculum
materials, such as textbooks
that contain sex bias." The
Department
of
Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
added that any attempt to ban
the Use of such materials
"would raise grave- consti

ffke Vac ilicam

In just 18 days, the citizens of California
will be deciding upon the fate of one of this
state's most magnificent resources - the
Stanislaus River. Proposition 17, the River
Initiative, if passed, would stop con
struction of the New Meiones Dam and put
the Stanislaus under the protection of the
State Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Named after an old Miwok Indian
chieftain who made his last stand against the
cavalry on its shores, the Stanislaus is now
making its last stand against the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. It appears as though the
Corps were fighting for its own survival byj
building the dam, since there aren't too
many more projects left for it anymore.
The Stanislaus is the second most
popular Whitewater river in the nation - the
most popular west of the Mississippi. It flows
into the San Joaquin River about 30 miles
south of Stockton, close to Modesto. 64
miles upriver, the rapids start. For nine
miles, they cascade through some of the
most scenic countryside in California. In
bet, not only do interested Californians
want to preserve the Stanislaus through 17,
but it has been nominated for National
Historical District status under the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966.
Since June of this year, the Army Corps
has been in the process of constructing the
dam. As proposed , the dam would stand 62
stories high and be over a quarter of a mile
'hick. It would be the fourth highest rockfill
dam in the world, creating a 20 square mile
mservoir at full capacity. When asked if they

A new president, a conditional amnesty,
an unconditional amnesty,* an economic
Session, a continued U.S. involvement in
'he Vietnam War, a marijuana veto, a rising
'uition rate, a new university complex, a
^''imillion dollar property purchase and
aculty salary changes.
, With all these issues in the air, why are
"he students and faculty of UOP remaining
er|t? It is time to wake up!
The voice of the people is precious and
pessary. The importance of voicing
"'"ering viewpoints is essential in building a
We"-rounded
and
well-constructe
Cotfimunity life.
, There have been rapid changes an
andmark decisions in the past few months,
not only on the national and international
Scene but in the UOP community as well.

tutional questions under the
First Amendment."
But according to Wilma
Scott Heide, past president of
the National Organization for
Women (NOW), "selection of
sexist texts by state action (via
the public school boards) is a
denial of individual
First
Amendment rights of freedom
of speech by excluding, dero
gating, and/or stereotyping
women."
Another bill dealing with
sexist texts, the Women's Edu
cational Equity Act of 1973,
was recently signed by Presi
dent Ford. The bill authorizes
$30 million per year to
"encourage the development
of new and improved curriculums" and to implement
community-oriented
edu
cational programs on women
in American history.
Senator Charles Percy has
introduced another bill to Con
gress that would ensure even
more funding to "help women
gain their place as equal bene
ficiaries of society." Percy's
bill, the Women's Equal Edu
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would halt construction on the dam until
after the election, which hopefully will pre
vent construction of the dam, they re
sponded by implementing a seven day work
week with shifts spanning 24 hours per day.
In March of this year, an organization
known as Friends of the River was formed.
Its ultimate goal is to stop the New Meiones
Dam Project and get Proposition 17 passed
this
November.
Over
30
thousand
volunteers from every corner of the state
circulated petitions to get the River Initiative
on the ballot. This is more volunteers than
have ever before circulated an initiative
petition. This illustrates strong support from
interested citizens of the state, not large
corporations or utilities.
The Corps states that, once the dam is
built and the reservoir forms, they will esta
blish recreational facilities along the shore-_
line. They don't state that there are already
10 major recreation reservoirs within a 30j
mile radius of the proposed new recreation
site, more than are apparently needed based
upon visitor usage. Also, the Federal Water
Resources
Council has stated that no,
additional reservoir recreation is needed inj
the area.
The dam, as originally planned in 1944,
is a flood-controi project. Proposition 17
understands and accepts wholeheartedly
the need for flood control, but by means of a
smaller,
less
expensive
and
less
environmentally destructive dam.
The cost of the large dam is somewhat
staggering, especially when you consider
that it is not needed as planned. Depending
upon the source of the estimate, it will cost
from 220 to 300 million dollars to construct.
Also, it will create a 200 million dollar deficit,
to be paid for by California water and power
users who would not benefit from its outlays
(that's us).
Getting back to flood control, probably
the major poliitical issue confronting both
the proponents and opponents of 17, the
Corps admits that a dam with one-fifth the
storage capacity of the proposed dam would
serve all flood control needs and leave the
most scenic portions of the river virtually
untouched. 17 does not prohibit a flood
control dam, so using this as an issue is
irrelevant. Public safety is definitely

It's time to wake up!
(of in-

The researchersnoted that
all political leaders were
drawn as male stick figures in
charts. In one book's intro
ductory unit, "Understanding
Democracy," a six-sketch
montage shows: a man run
ning for office; a man reading
about a male candidate; three
men discussing politics; a man
watching a three-man
TV
debate; a man cheering a male
candidate, and a man voting.

psychologists and educators
comb textbooks for further evi
dence of sex-role
stereo
typing, federal and state
governments have taken some
steps to eliminate the school
book sexism. Two bills which
may have some effect have
already been passed by
Congress and another is
pending.
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Let's Deliver the River-Vote 'Yes' on 17
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tional roles, Senator Margaret
Chase Smith holding a bouquet
of roses and Rep. Patsy Mink
throwing snowballs.

Still, the students and faculty remain silent.
We want to hear your opinion. The
Pacifican provides the channel for students
to voice their views in "Letters to the
Editor."
Changes can only come about if people
express their positions on issues. People
must organize and work hard in order to
bring
about
their
desired changes.
Otherwise, executive privileges, marijuana
laws and tuition rates will remain the same.
This university and this country isyours.
Do not let the leaders of this country or of
this university discourage efforts at change.
We must first of all'make ourselves heard.
Then we must organize and struggle toward
our goals.
Expressing your viewpoints in Letters
to the Editor" is a start. We welcome them.
It's time to wake up!

everybody's first concern, yet it is being
used politically to coverup for a weak
argument on the side of the opponents to
the River Initiative.
One item of note is that the five
Congressmen who surround the Stanislaus
River area (McFall, D-Manteca; Mathias, RTulare; Johnson, D-Roseville; Sisk, DFresno; Moss, D-Sacramerrto) oppose 17
and want to see the
dam a reality.
Congressman John Moss of Sacramento said
that the federal government could and
should proceed with the project even if the
voters pass the initiative. If it came down to
the federal government ignoring the man
date of the people of California, then it
would be up to the courts to settle the fu
ture of the Stanislaus.
The proposed East Side Canal would
benefit from the water stored in the New
Meiones Reservoir. All this water would be
used for irrigation, not for the general use of
the public. Also, the resen/oirwater would
supplement other water prbjects in the area.
However, the Bureau of Reclamation, in
charge of where the water goes once it
leaves the reservoir, has presented no
specific plan for diverting the water flows.
With poor planning like" this, I can't see
going ahead with the massive, inflationcausing boondoggle project that the Corps
has proposed.
The damage may have already been
done to the area around the damsite. The
Corps has been working for the last four
months at full capacity to dam up the river.
The Stanislaus cannot possibly protect
itself in an election. All it has to offer is its
outrageously named rapids (Wino's Swim,
Chicken Falls, Devil's Staircase), its sheer
cliffs spotted with limestone caves and the
serene beauty of a quiet pool. If you have
time, why don't you take a trip up to
Murphyson Highway 4 and go down to the
river. That way it can speak for itself.
Vote YES on Proposition 17 and, in a few
years, tell your children. They will thank you
J.E.G.
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THE DOCTOR

cational Opportunity Act, is
still in committee.
BUT WHILE the federal
government continues deci
sion-making over the matter,
eight state governments have
already outlawed sexism in
education and texts. For in
stance, in California sexist
textbooks must be phased out
by 1975.
And publishing houses
have begun feretting out sexist
references in their books. J.B.
Lippincott, the D.C. Heath Co.
and Harper and Row all have
said they are carefully
examining their manuscripts
for offensive sex-role stereo
typing.
McGraw-Hill, which has
recently published an 11-page
"Guideline
for
Equal
Treatment of the Sexes"
stated: "We realize that the
language of literature cannot
be prescribed, but we want to
encourage a greater freedom
for all individuals to pursue
their interests and realize their
potentials."

WHAT'S
UP
DOC ???

"Could you tell us something about lithium salts for
depressions? Is it available for prescription? Do you
recommend it for the manic-depressive?"
"Lithium salts are potent drugs intended for the treatment
of the maniacol phase of manic depressive psychosis but will
decrease the depressive phase on a stabilized dosage. It is
essential that an accurate diagnosis be made and then the
dosage be titred by blood levels being taken at regular
intervals. The span between therapeutic and toxic levels is
quite short. Also the patient should receive normal salt intake
and not be given diuretics. Lithium can be prescribed and
monitored by the psychiatric consultants in our Counciling
Center. Some students, especially from the East Coast, arrive
on campus with a year's supply and take them like candy.
This is akin to Russian roulette because the idea of an
emotionally disturbed pvatient controlling his drug dosage is
lousy medicine."
A.F. Morrison
Cowell Student Health Center
Those wishing to submit questions to Dr. Morrison should
write: What's Up Doe ? c/o The Pacifican, North Hall,
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA. 95211.

The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must be
typed and include names and addresses of author
names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief aspossible as space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon to the
Pacifican office.

Expresses thanks
to committee
Dear Editor:

Disturbed about fraternity brawl
Dear Editor:
I recently witnessed a
rumble
between
two
fraternities here on campus. It
blew my mind as I watched
what was going on. It seemed
to be that the incident started
because a couple people had
loo much to drink and were feel
ing very aggressive. I don't
think anyone sober would fight
for the reason these people
wanted to fight. Irealize, to the
people who were roughed up.
they may have had a reason to
be physically involved. It's
sad to see people having to get
rid of extra energy by fighting.
People are being assaulted,
bombed
and
murdered
everyday. When you see what
is happening, one can only ask
"why?" I can't see the reason'
for all the violence. Is it right to
kill a man because his religion
is different than your's? Is it
right to -kill another man
because of hiscolor? Who gives
one country the right to say
another country's system is
wrong?
We Americans are about to
celebrate our bicentennial
anniversary. In almost 200
years we've been through the
Revolutionary War. The War
ot 1812, The Civil War, the
Spanish-American War, World
Wars I and II. Korea and
Vietnam. So many of us have
had history class after history

class. Apparently we haven't
learned yet. Here we are,
supposedly living in a civilized
world, but our world is being
threatened at times with
another world war.
Great
changes have taken place from
some of these wars. But we're
still using a method to bring
about change that is thousands
and thousands of years old.
Why do the changes have to
come through violence?
involved in this, but I see
people wasting valuable
energy, and a' potential for
bringing good into the world in
just little incidents like the
rumble the other night.
This is every man's world.
Black, white, red, Democrat,
Republican, Mexican, 'Rus
sian, Chinese and who-ever. II
we could only see each other
just as people. We're all in this
together and it's our world.
Franklin Roosevelt once
said, "Youth: Hold fast to your
dream." In other words, don't
give up your ideals of peace,
freedom, justice and truth. If
we really want change to take
place, we're going to have to
hold fast to that dream. That
change can no longer come
through violence.
Here's to a world in which
we can all live as brothers and
sisters in peace and harmony.
We have a big world in which to
learn how to tie together.
Corky Miles

I was extremely pleased at
the cooperation ol Mr. Charles
Norwood, the chairman ol the
Campus Safety Committee, in
upgrading
the
safely
standards applied to class
room buildings on campus.
It should be noted that the
NO SMOKING signs have been
painted in Knoles Hall after
several years absence having
been removed not by a change
in policy, but by the paint of a
much appreciated modern
ization project. We now have
lighted EXIT signs on the third
floor and those installed on the
second, although presently
wired to go out with the lights,
will soon be permanently
lighted.
The
FIRE
EXTINGUISHER boxes are
now painted a distinctive color
and can be easily located.
Still to come are 24 hour
STAIRWELL LIGHTS, thus
eliminating a veritable hazard.
For all this, we
will be
grateful.
I do wonder, however, if
there is not now the possibility
of some sort of an audible fire
and smoke alarm
being
installed to give the students in
the heavily used classrooms
some warning in case of fire.
Such a device is now required
in residences in Stockton and is
available at minimum cost.
Let me again thank Mr.
Norwood for his help and con
cern and 1 encourage him to
continue his productive efforts
in this area.
Sincerely
Robert Dash
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By SIDNEY STILLWKLL
Christianity art

"Men we are and men we
shall be, we'll die right here or
chanted
else we'll be Iree
the prisoners on stage in the
production ol 'The Ballad ol
Dangerous George ' which was

the world.
Others

6:3(1 and 9 p.m "Marat/Sade" and "Woman in the Dunes. Anderson V
Movies.
De Marcus
» p.m. ASUOP night ol That Championship Season.'
Brown TheutreRotunda.
8 p m. The Grateful Dead at Winterland
8.15 p.m. Christine Holvick. Harp. Senior Recital. Conservatory
7 and 10 p.m. Video TapeSeries presents "The Chicken - Little Comedy
Show." Anderson Y Lounge.

performed
here ^ in the
Conservatory Oct. 9The play was written and
produced by Ken Whelan. an
ex-convict. He spent 15 years o
his life incarcerated and is now
writing plays and producing
them to promote prison ie-

grieventes.

Tomorrow
1:3(1. 4. 6:30 and 9 p.m. Murut/Sude" and "Woman in the Dunes."
Anderson Y Movies.
DeMarcus
8 p.m. ASUOP night of That Championship Season."
Brown TheatreRotunda.
8:10p.m. The Grateful Dead in Winterland.
/
8 : 1 5 p.m. Barbershop Show. Conservatory.
,
7 and 10 p.m. Video Tape Series presents "The Chicken - Little Comedy
Show ." Anderson Y Lounge.

form.
The drama in itsell is very
good and the actors, including
three persons who have spent
time in prison, do an excellent
the
job
of
portraying
dehumanizing effects that
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calaveras calendar

Tonight

Sunday, October 20
1:30. 4 , 6:30 and 9 p.m. Marat/Sade" and "Woman in the Dunes.
Anderson Y Movies.
Vlonday, October 21

6:30 Pearl West speaks about Women and Politics. WPC 224 ^
103-Rotunda.
7- p.m. Tryouts for "The Madwoman of Chuillot."' Room
"
7 3 0 p.m. Gay People's Union Meeting. Call 466-1496 for location.
Tuesday, October 22
8 p.m. Stoneground at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. Pacific Symphonetta Concert. Conservatory.
Wednesday, October 23
6:30 p.m. Women's Union meeting. Anderson Y.
Thursday, October 24
7:30 p.m. ASUOP Pizza Feed. Grace Covell Dining Hall.

Powerful films presented
On the weekend of October
18-20, the Anderson Y Cinema
will present its most powerful
program. Beginning at 6:30 on
Friday,
the
film,
"Marat/Sade"
starring
Glenda Jackson and Patrick
Mugee will be shown.
The full title of the film is
"The
Persecution
and
Assassination of Jean-Paul
Marat As Performed by the
Inmates of fhe Asylum^ of
Charenton Under the Direction
of the Marquis De Sade." The
film is based on the play by
Peter Weiss and is directed by
Peter Brook.
Read the full title of this
film and you'll pretty much
have an idea of the plot. The
inmates of a French insane
asylum
stage
a
play
concerning the death of the
French Revolution leader,
Marat, at the hands of
Charlotte Corday. There are,
of course, a few peculiarities in
the result. The inmates'
diseases have a tendency to
intrude upon the proceedings
and the whole thing is under the
guiding hand of the Marquis
De Sade.
It makes for stunning
drama, spell-binding discus
sion
of
madness
and
revolution. This film will be

repeated Saturday and Sunday
at 1:30 and 6:30.
"Woman in the Dunes"
represents the other hall ol this
double-bill, showing at 9 p.m.
on Friday, and 4 and 9 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Thisfilm
represents the most significant
trend in Japanese filmmaking
in the last decade. It is the
bizarre tale of a man held
captive by a woman at the
bottom of a sandpit. One critic
wrote that when the film had
ended he felt as if he had sand
in his shoes.
These two films are
offered in the Anderson Y's
continuing campaign to bring
quality, classic cinema to
Stockton. Admission fee will be
only 75 cents, and the films will
be shown in Anderson Lecture
Hall.

Democracy
••nemocr
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prisons have on the
within their walls.

'That Championship Season'
(Left to right) Glenn Pierson, James
Kelley, Dennis C. Jones, Michael Gliksntan
and Douglas G. Brennan appear in "That
Championship Season," which opens tonight at
8 p.m. at the DeMarcus Brow n Theatre at the
Rotunda. The play, which won the New York

Drama Critic's Award for the best play of 1972,
is a study of the deteriorating relationships
between a coach and four former members of a
championship basketball team. Performance
tonight and tomorrow are free to ASUOP
cardholders.
> • • • • • «

Elton John does it good
By JEFF METZGER

In the '50s it was Elvis and
his hips, in the '60s the Beatles
and their hair were kings and
in the '70s the glitter-rock of
Elton John commands the popmusic scene.
The 27-year old English
superstar is making his yearly
tour through the U.S. and the
crowds are as astonishing as
his performance. Since the
tour opened Sept. 25, each
concert has been a sellout.

Last week he dazzled two
Bay Area crowds. He played in
front of 28,000 fans at the Cow
Palace
and the Oakland
Coliseum. Few of those went
away with any doubts about
Elton John's place in the rock
world.
This reporter saw his
performance at the CowPalace, and the only word that
de
comes to mind when
scribing it is "incredible."
From start to finish. Elton and
his band (guitarists Davey
Johnstone and Dee Murray,
drummer Nigel Olsson and
percussionist Ray Cooper) had
Tryouts for "The Mad the crowd on its feet, clapping
woman of Chuillot" will beheld and singing to some of his big
on Monday, October 21 at 7 gest hits such us "Saturday
p.m. in room 103
at the Night's Alright for Fighting"
Rotunda. Twenty-six roles are and "The Bitch is Buck."
The performance opened
open for both men and women
with the lights out, and as the
and any student is welcome to
audition. For further informa crowd waited impatiently, the
sound
of
tion contact UOP Theatre-AOs unmistakable
"Funeral tor a Friend" tilled
Department at 946-2116.

tne air as the spotlights turned
on to see Elton dressed in
something out of Elizubetheun
England.He wore a long,
flowing robe and hat made out
of silver lame and satin, and
everybody knew what kind of
night it was going to be.
Following the initial "oohs
and aahs," the 14.500 fans
settled down to concentrating
on his show that San Francisco
Chronicle
writer
John
Wasserman called "the finest
rock and roll show to appear in
these parts since, at the very
latest, the Stones in June of
'72."
Songs off of his two latest
albums.
"Caribou"
and
"Goodbye
Yellow
Brick
Road. " dominated the evening
as Elton did such biggies us the
title cut from "Yellow Brick

Road." "All the Girls Love
Alice," "Grey Seal." "You're
So Static." "Grimsby" and
more.
After playing lor an hour
and a half, he closed with
"Saturday Night's Alright,"
during which the crowd went
wild, singing and clapping
along with E.J. A five-minute
ovation brought him back for
more, and did he surprise
everyope when he came back
on!
He changed into a red and
green feathered jumpsuit that
looked like it belonged under a
Christmas tree. His
first
encore was "Crocodile Rock.',
the song about life in the '50s
and following another liveminute ovation. he closed w ith
"The Bitch is Buck, his latest
hit from "Caribou

Actors needed

ELTON JOHN

We've got a plan
to make your banking easier.
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someone into an animal. Tub,: 1
Saxbe for instance. The
he's talking, he takes Ihewh,^
thing back Hid years. Not t|lul
pyschological and sociolog^.^
w ork is bad. but how can y^
do something alter talking tUu
guy for about a half an hourund
he goes back to where he's
living'.'"
Whelan hopes to provoke
change through his dranms
"People see the play tonight
But afterwards, it s jUsl a
thought. Who's going to say Wc
want
change?
It lak(,s
everybody.

The College Plan
Checking Account.

First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don't
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.
X

THE SETTING is a drab
ce|| wi^f-, a jew chairs and
slee[
on me windows and
door. The characters
have
been given nicknames by the
other
inmates
such
as
" H i l l b i l l y H e r m a n , ' " Zeikethe
Freak" and "Abdul the Fool."
The plot is centered around
a character named George T.
Jones who has recently been
put in prison because of a
parole offense. George is a
black man who is caught in the
middle of the "race riots" that
have been going on in prison.
- The inmates have separ
ated into the "Nazis and the
"Black Muslims" with some of
the inmates, like George, not
wanting to get involved.
George
becomes
torn
between fighting lor the cause
of blacks and other prisoners
and being on "good" behavior
so that he will be released irom
prison. Eventually, a black
muslim is killed by a "Nazi
member and George and his
fellow
inmates
become
involved in every aspect ol
prison rebellion for reform.

Personalized College Plan Checks

are included at a very low cost. Scenic
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard? Next, if you're a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yolt can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con
servative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
BANK OF AMERICA NT& SA

MEMBER FDIC

lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what's included, why
not drop by one^ our . college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our* College Plan. It'll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

BAN KOF AM ERICA
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THE
PRISON
system
overcomes all the characters
and George makes a futile
attempt at escape alter
attacking a guard and is killed.
Whelan said that his
purpose in presenting the
reality of prison life is to
provoke the audience into
doing something about it. His
characters are very realistic,
according to those actors who
had experienced prison.
The captain, who oversees
the actions of the prison guards
in the drama, compared being
a Marine in combat to his
prison work. He believed that
he instituted rehabilitation
whenhestated, "Well, wasn't 1
the one to start the first intra
mural football team?"
The prisoners are given a
rap session with the resident
pyschiatrist, but George points
out to Dr. Jordan that he is no
better than the guards when he
"They control
us
said,
physically and you control us.
mentally."
Some of the
inmates become disillusioned
and join the "Nazis" because

A glimpse of prison life
Pictured above is a scene from "The Ballad ol Dangerous
George' a play concerning prison life performed by those who
have experienced it. Author Ken Whelan hopes that the play
will awaken the audience to the urgent need for prison reform.

George finally gets down
to what is eating at every
inmate by defying the guard
and saying. "A man don't
control me. I do my own
number."
Whelan believes that when
a prisoner is finally released,
"Society owes him something
when lie gets out
He has
written another play. "The
Cage." which is currently in a
world-wide tour.
"The Ballad ol Dangerous
George" is in its second
production, and it has now
begun a college tour with UOP
hosting tlie first presentation.
He said. "We have an awful
long w ay to go." The play is not
cheery, but it is effective in
getting the message across.

A bit of Greece
comes to Stockton

KEN
DEFENDS
the
material in his plays by saying.
"What we are talking about,
can we really be too heavy?
There's no such tiling as
rehabilitation," he added.
"When you're locked up
in a cage its just turning

Cfirisfmas Cfiarfer 3liqfifs

NEW
YORK!
$.
FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE

Student Represent
atives. Finally, the Col

flH -

men

SPRING & SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

avoid bounced checks, by covering
all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan® and Federally In/ sured loans are available j. from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
|>avings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holi
days and vacations.

1
\it r/ '

1
/V*'
yx*

PLUS % 1 1.90 TAX
ROUND TRIP
These flights are open to students, faculty, staff
employees and their immediate family.

What we've got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col
lege students. We call it the
College Plan, and here's what
makes it so special:

%

ry*
on'-

189*

The College Plan®

op
V"

Phone (415) 392-8512

I
I

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

CHARTER FLIGHTS INT.
i5 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94103

I

"YASSO!!" (Happinei
It's time for the 14th Annu
Grecian Food Fare sponsor!
by St. Basil Greek Orthodi
Church
in
Stoektoi
"Harvest
time in Gre
will be held at the Stockton"
Civic Auditorium on Saturday
and Sunday Oct. 19 and 20. The
doors will open on Saturday all
p.m. and Sunday at noon.Thou
sands are expected to attend
and enjoy the festivities which
will end at 10 p.m. both
evenings.
Continuous music will be
provided by John Poppas and
his Greek orchestra for listen
ing and dancing. Outstanding
entertainers front the Bay
Area will perform at the
festival.
A delicious complete
dinner w ill be served each day
prepared by expert phefsofliit
parish.
A wide variety ol Greet
sweets and pastries will be
available at the pastry shop.
A bit ol Greece may j*
taken home from the Grecian
Arts booth where fabrics, jew
elry and art objects imported
front Greece will be lor sale,
for sale.
A special game roo®
designed
for
children s
amusement w ill be open bojh
days. All proceeds goto theSiBasil Building Fund.

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

. Phone No.:

•Address:

-Apt. No.:.

-City, Stat« a. Zip Code:
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Thte unofficial
state
PSA, has
more
ights connecting
„
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northern and southern Cali
fornia than any other airline
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„
Fly with US for
song to eleven cities
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Want to catch a psa n ri ^ J
«rd? Thais ^j
"0
catch
h
you
-L .. ' campus rep

i a lift.

You'll sail in Februaiy.
with the ship your clas*
room and the world y0"
campus . . . combining
credited studies with fa'cj
nating visits to the fab'e
Ports of the Orient, Africaand the Americas. 0vn
10,000 students from 7®.
colleges have already sail®?
with WCA — join them f'
nancial aid available. Wme
today for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA f"
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which was much smaller than
,U Mun«

fhe Piicific Tigers played
.. ^..st first half of football
'^I'.yeiir. but ran out ol gas in
u
bull, us they were
ed by the Miami Hurridefrab'
jn the Orange Howl last
aani'H
jay llight. 35-6.
fiidaj

sr*£is

>«'NloX
,l

Morrison excited

Tigers drop third straight to Miami

"I t

remarke(i ,|Ull

Uk,

Thom

batk

nW'

t'a

(1i,s

r\

The game marked the
U'm of Willard Harrell. who
missed the Hawaii game and
most of the Kansas State game
because of pulled ankle liga' mentis. He came back in fine
lushion. gain 84 yards on 20
carries against the stiff Miami
defense.

pass on the
opening series, and Dave
r or rest fell on a tumble to stall
Miami s second possesion.

Bl'ker

Following ,hat
fumble
Hue,I* moved 42 yards before

sleam

The Tigers shoeked Miami
H the 15.184 fans lhat watched
„lim. on the humid, windy
thes1'"
.
hl UOP scored Urst on a

Mnn,i'VVWi'S ;Sta"°li 0,1 Ble
M'am, la-yard line.
john
Kodi iguez booted a 32-yard

?'h,i Rodriguez field goal, and
the halltime
(
into
^'riuission down by only one
into
1
7-6. But the size and

However
Miami tame
night back moving HO yards in
p u-vs lor 'he touchdown
which put the Hurricanes on

flli'li of the Miami elub took
i- m the second half,
uvei »•

'up. Alter an exchange of
Punts. Pacific wen. to work
"gum. with John Ertman
engineering a 68-yyrd drive in
ih mU>S

ll,la! WUS s,0PPed
)

on

Defensively, tackle Pat
Tittle and safety Mike Kiley
were name co-players of the
week. Tittle was in on nine
tackles, six of them unassisted.
Kiley intercepted a pass to
thwart a Miami drive late in
the first half.

the Miami 4. Rodriguez kicked

his second field goal for 7-6, and
that's the way the first half
ended.

DEFENSE.

Caddas had nothing but
praise for Miami. "You can t
believe how big they were. We
just
oulmanned
were

By ANDY MILLER

Pacific should have stayed
in the dressing room after
halltime. Miami came out and

<rJke

on life

Tomorrow night the Tigers
travel to Fresno to tangle with
the wiry Bulldogs. Fresno has
improved since last year, and
gave San Diego State quite a
scare last week, as they
jumped out to a 21-0 lirslquarter lead before the Aztecs
came roaring back to win. 24-

Tomorrow's game is at
Radclifle Stadium in Fresno,
and Caddas hopes that there
will be many Pacific rooters
there to see them get back on
the track. Game time is 7:30
p.m. and will be broadcast on
KJOY at 6:30 p.m.

ar<"<» Pnsonrworm

Cagers get ready
Sophomore forward Bruce Palmer hits for two, as the
Tigers went through opening day drills Tuesday. Practices
will continue for the cagers for six-weeks, as they open the
season November 30 against Santa Clara. Watching Palmer's
form is assistant coach Diek Filchner.

Paciiican

Placed on waivers

Errecart gets axed

SPORTS

b> c;;

of Greece
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Water poloers continue
to make costly mistakes
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Defensive tackle Pal Tittle played his best game as a Tiger
last week against Miami and drew raves from sportsw riters
and loaches alike throughout the country. Tittle was in on nine
tackles against the Hurricanes and he and his brother Mike,
who plays at San Francisco St., gained honors at the Northern
California Coaches meeting Tuesday.

Improved Bulldogs offer stiff test
You wouldn't know it by

ol (feel their record, but t'OP is going
tml piwtri'-s will I* to play a tough football team
bl! .il the p>isti> shop tomorrow night.
hit of t.reeee may be
The Fresno Stale Bulldogs

....nulnimthe^ currently have a 1-5 record, but
...,h where labnrs.
thol doesn't fool Tiger head
„,l art objee's .mpo^ coach Chester Caddas one bit.
Will be lor sale

"They had some tough
breaks early in the year but
id game
they ve played two great
lor
children®
games in a row.
said
ned
b0
1
,11 lie ope" " Caddas. "We're going to
have to be al our best to beat
All I
them."
hug Fund

flf\

I The Bulldogs lost their
frst lour bullgamcs and it
seemed like it was going to be
'873 all over again lor Coach
•IK Boone. Fresno was 2-9 last
Year, including a 42-0 loss to
t'OP.

The Tiger defense will bex
put to the test this week, as
Cortez is the best passer they
have seen so far.
He was
named co-player of the week in
the PCAA for his performance
against San Diego.
Defensively.
Fresno
knows they will have theii
hands full with the Tigers and
Willard Harrell. Boone feels
that Harrell is the top running
buck they will face all year.
The Bulldog defense is
anchored by 6-3. 230-pound
tackle Kick
Biggs, and
linebacker Dennis Zunkich.
Zankieh was also co-player ol
the w eek for his jobagainst San

But. us Caddas says, the
weeks they have been
°ugh Two weeks ago. they upset New Mexico
State 9-7.
asl lw°

I

lust Saturday
they
Fed out to a 21-0 lead
ugainst Sun Diego State. before
losing 24-21.

|| Boone has finally settled
iu"iIII UclcK Will)
(JO
* 9Uarlerbaqk
who (.till
can do
something thai UOP hasn't
.V*11 mu<-'h of this year - pass
Net Cortez threw
311 yards against
San
,||8o State, and that's a great
^mplishment against that
at'fense.

„ Ion Parker w ill do most of
*I bub-carrying for
the
logs, Parker, a junior, has
,Jry the ball 71 times tor257
I
thus far in 1974.
"""iiiiimmnniinii

!%>

JkfafafcL

ib'tode'1 < ,dV 5 ft

I 8^7,6 '
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The UOP water polo team
gave up three goals in the
fourth quarter Friday to lose a
heartbreaker
to
Cal
St.
Fullerton, 5-3.
Playing before the largest
home crowd of the season.
Coach Conner Sutton's water
polo team had held Fullerton
to a 2-2 tie through three
periods of play.
But the
mistakes that have cost the
Tigers so severly in the past
killed them again as a couple of
expensive
turnovers
were
turned into goals by an alert
Fullerton team.

Praised Tiger

Ait|(, v.iriel>

WOR*
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ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
party supplies

Delivery and Gift Wrap
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^ Pacific Avenue

0fpvP,bone 486-7031
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Diego.
Kane believes lhat I' resilo
should be 5-1 instead of 1-5. as
the Bulldogs were nipped 13-12

by Cal-Poly Pomona opening
week, and since that time have
lost squeakers to Montana
Stale Cal Poly (SLO) and lust
week's heartbreaker to Sun
Diego.
Caddas feels this game is
vital for the Tiger chances of
w inning the PCAA. "Thiscould
be one of the most important
games of the year lor us. W e ve
got to prove that we can win a
football game again."
The Tiger bead couch
hopes that there is much fan
support from Stockton for the
game to be played at Radelille
Stadium. "We need all the
support we can get.
said
Caddas, noting that the Fresno
game is always tough and the
Fresno fans come to cheer tor
their ball club.

n:

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT-TO OWN
110 Per piontlv-—all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until", paid for or return any time
No tricks - No - gimmicks - No interest
ED MONAGUAN'S

tockton

typewriter Co*

4 Downlown—239 E. Miner
§ Lincoln Cenler North
• Lodi—107 W. Pine St.

NORTH STORF NEXT TO FAY LESS
norM SATURDAYS til 5 PM

Couch Sutton noted that
the mistakes were "lack of
experience
more
than
anything else" and pointed out
that the Tigers had lost several
regulars due to personal fouls.
Craig Schwartz scored two
goals and Chris Fullmer
notched the other one for the
Tigers.
Saturday against Berkeleywas another story, us the topranked Bears jumped all over
12-1 at
the Tigers, leading
halftime.
After that, the
Tigers gathered their forces
and played a much more
respectable game.
finally
losing 13-4. Coach Sutton said
that the team had gone into the
game flat, which is something
that you just don't do against
the nation's No. 1 team.
This Tuesday the Tigers
beat a fine Chieo St. team. 9-1.
John
Richards.
Larry
Stanstield and Vic Vaughn all
scored two goals for the Tigers
in what was one of their move
impressive wins of the season.
Though happy with his
team's play so fur. Sutton feels
that improvement still needs to
be made.
"We can pull
together defensively more, and
eliminate
the
costlymistakes."Sutton stated, "and
we are not playing 100 per cent
in both directions."
Next Tuesday the Tigers
are at home against tough UC
Davis club. The Tigers beat
them 8-6 at the Berkeley
tournament, so it should be
another
highly
contested
battle. The game is at 3:30.

Repairs on all makes of foreign autos

-TUNE UPS

-BRAKE WORK

-ELECTRICAL

-TRANSMISSIONS

MG

BMW

PORSCHE
AUDI

TRIUMPH
VW

-THE FACTORY-

N

Los Angeles 28 - San Francisco
10- Everybody knows the 49ers
can't beat the Rams.

UCLA 14 over Washington St.
USC 24 over Oregon
Alabama 7 over Tennessee
Stanford 7 over Washington
Hawaii 14 over Long Beach
Arkansas 10 over Texas
Minnesota 10 over Detroit
Miami 14 over Kansas CityBuffalo 3 over New England
Denver 7 over San Diego
Green Bay 7 over Chicago

MEN'S HAIR
STYLING
BY

beautiful selection

wire

Hiraga, Lindy Jack. Karen
Kjeldgaard, Tracy Lightc.
Laurie Lloyd, Erin Mulcahy,
Dolores
Nolan.
Shirley
O'Brien, Jean Okazaki. Wilma
Terluin and Cathie Warmack.
They will continue earlyseason action Monday when
they travel to Santa Clara for a
6 p.m. game.

AMOS RAMOS

AT
ALVIN'S
WORKSHOP
By Appointment Oul>

BEYE OPTICAL

1301W. ROBINHOOD-DRIVE
phone 478-6311
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The finest achievement in stereo receivers. Enjoy
endless hours and many years of sound listening
pleasure. The new and innovative MAC 1900 Solid
State AM-FM Stereo Receiver is the result of many
years of research and experimentation. It is a stereo
receiver of high sensitivity, yet you get more power
and useful flexibility. See the impressive MAC1900
today!

TOYOTA

Harding
n
in

462-1820

Parking in rear of Doris Place

San Jose Slate 28 - San Diego
St. 24- Upset special Fresno
proved they
could throw'
against San Diego last week,
and wait until Craig Kimball
picks apart the Aztect defense.

OTHER GAMES

-MAJOR ENGINE WORK

Featuring

2041 Pacific Ave.

California 28 - Oregon St. 10The Bears have their best team
in years, and will steam roll
over the Beavers lor their fifth
straight win.

Oakland 20-Cincinnati 14. The
Oakland defense has held the
opposition to 10 points or less in
three of the last four games,
and Paul Brown's Bengals,
who have only lost once, won't
be able to penetrate it.

K&m&k

-MCLUMN&-

a casual place to get together
for an evening of good times and good talk

UOP 24 - Fresno St. 17- The
Tigers will break their threegame losing streak, but not
before they are throughly
tested by the Bulldogs.

732 East Lafayette Street

the Avenue

TIJNCHES
464 -8728
DINNERS
ORDERS TO GO

Two weeks ago. senior
center Chad Meyer underwent
minor foot surgery for an
injury that has plagued him
throughout
his
collegiate
career. He will be lost lor an
indefinite period. Until he
returns,
seven-looter
Tim
Halemeier will be in the
spotlight. Backing him up is
6'7" senior, Dave Nunes. up
from the junior varsity.
Morrison emphasized that
the Tigers are going to totally
explore
their
strengths
quickness and depth
in
practice. Much of the practice
sessions will be devoted to
basic fundamentals, with over
half of the time spent on
defense.
Nov. 30 will be the
big night for the Tigers as they
open the season at home
against Santa Clara.

LAFAYETTE AUTO REPAIR

any foreign car made
Costanza's on

As far as major college
teams go, the Tigers do not
have the tallest centers and
forwards
around.
But
Morrison points out that, "Size
is greatly overrated. How
quickly a team plays is what's
important."

By PACIFICAN SPORTS STAFF

Women volleyballers
to play first game ever
The
first
women's
volleyball team in UOP's
history opens its home season
Friday night when it hosts
Nevada-Reno at 7 o'clock in the
UOP g ym.
"This is the first year that
UOP has had a women's volley
ball team." says coach Linda
Golden. "And.
we're very
optimistic."
"The girls have really
been working hard in practice
and
are
continuing
to
improve." says Golden. "1
think Nevada-Reno will be the
strongest team we'll face this
year and it should be a good
game."
The women volleyballers
have been working out daily at
7 a.m. in preparation for the
season.
Members of the team are:
Patty Alvater. Michele Bresso,
Nancy
Coonley,
Diane
DeForest. Peggy Dillingham,
Glena
Goranson.
Karen

last year; 6'5" sophomore VicBaker, who as a freshman
started every game; and
Bruce
Palmer,
a
6'4"
sophomore who is trying to
make the transition
from
guard to forward this season.

IfPeerless Predictors

"John is a super young
The Golden State Warriors
of the National Basketball man and a good basketball
Association have announced player." said C'hilds. "He's
very strong and a good
that John Errecart and Willie
Biles have been put on waivers shooter."
If Errecart doesn't make it
getting the team down to the
with any other club, lie will
mandatory 12-player limit.
have to w ait until next year and
The ex-Tiger Errecart
give it another try. However,
stayed around until the end.
but the Warriors had to cut two. his future plans remain to be
seen.
and John was one of them to
go. Being put on waivers
The Warriors announced
their 12-man roster to open the
doesn't necessarily end his
season tonight against Los
NBA career. All ol the other
teams in the league have an _ Angeles:
opportunity to claim him. and
Center
Cliff
Ray,
if they don't, he becomes a free George Johnson;
agent.
Forward - Rick Barry,
Derrick Dickey, Keith Wilkes,
Hal C'hilds. the Warriors'
PR director, stressed how, Frank Kendrick;
Guard-Jeff Mullins, Butch
tough a decision it was for
Coach Al Atlas to get down to Beard, Charles Johnson, Steve
Bracey, Charles Dudley, Phil
the 12-player limit as many of
Smith.
the spots were up for grabs.

JEFF METZGER, Sports Editor
f

UOP basketball coach
Stan Morrison opened pre
season
practice
Tuesday
welcoming what he terms "the
best talen we've had since I've
been here."
Heading this fine talent
are senior captains Gary Dean
and Keith Young. Gary
enjoyed his finest season as a
Tiger last year before missing
the last seven games with a
broken foot. Young redshirted
last year after transferring
from Minnesota.
Morrison
intends
to
have
Keith
' 'quarterback" the club, noting
that he is like a "coach on the
court."
Because of the presence of
Young at one guard, the Tigers
can use tremendous taxability
at the other one. Morrison can
go with either Myron Jordan,
who may be the only guardcenter
swingman
in
the
country,
or
returning
letterman Leonard Armato.
Also expected to see some
action is 5'9" Walter Trotter,
the only freshman on the
varsity, as his fine pre-season
play earned him a spot.
The Tigers have good
depth at the forwards. Along
with Dean, returning from last
year are: senior forward Ron
James, who picked up much of
the slack in Gary's absence

physically.
They are a
quarterback away from being
one of the super teams in the
country. II they had a Tom
Clements (from Notre Dame).
well. . ."

Also on offense. Caddas
had praise for tackle John
Taylor
and
center Hank
Englehardt.
Taylor
was
21.
named offensive player of the
week, while Englehardt had
"The next three weeks are
the near-impossible task of
vital for the conference title."
containing
middle
guard.
said Caddas, since PCAA play
Kubin Carter, the Hurricanes'
gets into high gear this
ull-Americun. Caddas felt that ' weekend.
After
Fresno,
Hank held Carter to a stale
Pacific will play San Jose Slate
mate at least 60 per cent of the
next week and San Diego two
time.
weeks later.

,Jlld goal.10
the Tigers on
the scoreboard first

Jon"

PACIFIC'S

Possession.
The
Tigers,
eouldn t sustain any type of
drive at all during the few
times they were on offense.

U
n "'s,",w" "mos u'vy hud
it. Biuee Gibson intercepted a

j .Is hard as we eould until
alio as

Miami head coach Fete
Klliot said he played 33
offensive players in the first
half alone, while Pacific only
had 18 different defenders in at
lhat time. In fact. Pacific only
brought 46 players, while
Caddas estimated that Miami
80
u,iiform.
had a'

VVo°dy

was bigger thai,

em.es to torn fbe^'i^ereach

heud eoaeh Chester
We played as long

;tJusi '•*"out

Hurricanes

j V one
on
the
Pacific
defense) . forced the tfurri-

fjOf- "They're big and
r°r.,
s a buneh ol them." rethtl-ked

U,m,ng

Thompson

Yliunii was just too much

>

l«k„

run theball dow n LOP's throat
in the second half, scoring TD's
'he first four times they had

«flense tone p|ayL.r

Pre-season practice
begins for cagers

ST
c

n

Paul Davey, owner
m
LMJUETTt

DOWNTOWN
STOCKTON

Member, "Society of Audio Consultants"
6130 Pacific Avenue
477 0082
Entire Sales Staff "Certified
Audio Consultants"

20 years of sales and service
at the same location

Most complete, qualified
service shop in California

Financing to 36 months...
90 days, no interest charge

"We Service Everything We Sell"
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Grand Prix
Last Sunday over 49,000 people were
treated to a fantastic day of racing and sun
shine at the Laguna Seca Raceway in the
Monterey Hills.
Brian Redman of England won the
Monterey Grand Prix driving the Haas/Steed
Lola T332. With his victory he virtually
clinched the championship of the Formula 5000
series which has only one more race to go.
James Hunt, also of England, finished second
driving the Jorgensen Eagle and Mario
Andretti of Torrance. Ca.
finished third
driving the Viceroy Lola T332.
Andretti. who has a mathematical chance
of winning the series, had a substantial lead
over halfway through the race when a Hat tire
forced him to pit and cost him the victory and
probably the championship.

In the UOP (Universal Oil Produ
Challenge Race Jean-Pierre Janerot France
won and James Hunt came in ^cond(botn i
Formula 1 cars) while George Folln
Arcadia. Ca. placed third in the Can-Am ca .
(Top right) Brian Redman confers with
his crew before the start ol the race.
right) James Hunt "ashes by as he attempts t
catch Redman. (Bottom middle) Robert
Fischetti of Redondo Beach. Ca. manuttrs
through turn 9 as David Hobbs of England
bears down on him. (Bottom leit) Kedman
and company form a tralfic jam as tho
approach turn 9. (Top leit) In the eat ly going
Mario Andretti leads Redman and Hunt dow n
the short straight between turns 8 and 9.

le*4
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Tiger

Homecoming
featured along with a host ol
high school marching bands
from Northern and Central
California. Awards will be
presented to the top floats and
bands.
The Greek living groups
will be holding open houseluncheons beginning at 11:30
a.m. which will be open to
alumni and parents. A street
fair, to be set up on the lawn
area between Knoles Hall and
Burns Tower, w ill run from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Arts and crafts.

displays and other items will
be featured.
The UOP Tigers will face
the San Jose Spartans in the
Pacific Memorial Stadium,
w ith kickoff time slated for 2
p.m. Parade awards will be
presented at halltime.
The day-long festivities
w ill conclude on a surfin' note
us Papa Doo Run Da Run. a
rock group which oilers those
good old surf tunes will per
form in Raymond Great Hull
at 9 p.m.
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Everyone is invited to
participate in the "Community
Night" Mass and pot luck from
6-8 p.m., on the following Tues
days: Oct. 22, Nov. 19, and Dec.
10. Bring an entree, 'dessert or
drinks. Call Newman House to
sign up for what you would like
to bring.

LAST YEAR about 1,000
people were active in Newman
House and Silva is very pleased
that there are
more people
participating this year.
The people who have come
to the house for help
participate in a variety of
activities. More activities are
scheduled for the coming year.
Retreats are also planned.
"The
retreats
are
for
reflection, quiet, and getting

130 North Caiitornla-465-5S81

w/lBM
WANTED: College rep. for Typing: Typist
carbon
ribbon
cosmetics firm. Leads will be selectric
typewriter wants work on
provided. Call 951-3100.
manuscripts,dissertations and
Fix pert Typing: Dissertations,
theses. References. Call 478theses, term papers, etc. done 8384.
professionally by Genevieve
Macias. Hours: 6 p.m. thru 10 Wanted: Babysitter. 2 hrs.
p.m. Call 478-0354.
per week. Call Judy. 478-0188.
For Rent: Lovely room near
DP.
Kitchen priviledges.
shower and bath. Semi-private
ntrance. $75. Available now.
all Marion Jacobs eves, or
wkends. 462-0615,
Wanted: Roommate. $65. mo.
Call Adam 477-5432
Typing: Expert typist desires
papers that need to be typed.
Call Carol 478-9157. M-TH9-6:
FR1. 2-6

For Sale: Electrophonic tuner
with 8-track tape, record
changer and 2 speakers. Like
new. $160. Call 463-0832.
Found: Ring.
2233.

For
Sale:
Electric
bass
guitar.like new .
Good
casc.Fendcrslrings. $100. Call
463-1061 alter 5 wktlavs
For Kent: Large 2 bdrm.
house. 1 mi Irom campus.
Partially
lurnished-ok
lor
.students slot). Call 462-0615
t-vt-s. or w kends
Auto Repair: Professional
experience on foreign and
domestic autos.
Large and
small jobs. Low prices. Call
Don Hardin at 464-7210.

THE CARDINAL Newman
Lecture is another activity
sponsored by the house. On
Nov. 8at 8 p.m. in WPC 140, Dr.
Raimundo Panikkar from the
department of
regligous
studies at UC Santa Barbara
will lecture. The presentation
will focus on' Divine Human
Communication" and insights
on Eastern philosophy.
"Counseling is always
available as one of our
services," Silva pointed out.
He
encouraged
those
interested to
make an
appointment or just to drop by
Newman House.
Dr. Beth Mason of the
Cowell Student Health Center
is also offering counseling
services in conjunction with
Silva.

Register Now For October or December LSAT
Review,Course.to maximize your LSAT score..

Instruction exclusively in cxaiTiTakutg tecnnitjuVs used
successfully by California Pre-Law Slutli-nls.
Taught in Berkely by practicing lawyers.
COURSE FOR OCT.12 LSAT STARTS OCT.l
COURSE FOR DEC.7 LSAT STARTS NOV.20
For complete information call today (415) 254-7045 or
write P.O. Box 54,.Oriitda. ( alii. 94563

"We
weren't
seeking
anybody out when the arrests
were made," said Delaney.
"Selling a newspaper - that's
illegal without a license." Ikdid admit that there are special
laws
concerning
political
campaigns, but he didn't go
into details.

Hutton said during the
rally that "a member of the
vice squad arrested us and
later on he questioned us."
According to Delaney. an arr
esting officer has the right to
question suspects he brings in.
The arresting officer in this
case was a member of the vice"
squad, but police say it was
totally by chance thai he was in"
the area.
Hutton said that during his
questioning several members
of the vice squad asked him
about the murder of a prison
guard at the Deuel Vocational
Institute: which he said he
knew nothing about.
Also he said that officers
alluded to know ing that he was

-V

For Sale: Ten speed bike.
Almost new.excellent cond
$65. Call 477-8429

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

SPECIAL
Valid Only During the Following Hours:
SUN—THURS. 9 P.M. •fo 11 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 10 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

FREE

With This Ad

Hot Fudge
Sundae

with the purchase of one
at regular price.

DREYER'S

THE NORMAL prelaw
requirement consists of 12
courses, or equivalents, from
various departments of COP.
and a concentration of at least

-1
•
I

m

I

An opportunity to gain insight into a
diversified industry and its many
career paths.

the other campuses where he
was involved with student
activities.

SPONSORED BY THE HOBIN CO
O i' n 11111 n
n 1111111 n 11111 n

The
only
problem
Kleemann foresees for the
center is the same as in any
center - not having enough

- L ooh T W'" a'ways be more
good ideas than space and
money. But. this can be over
come with work on the part of
the students, he said.
'The present delay i„
opentng the new Center is due

If you are interested to learn about
home purchase or other prospects
don't miss this seminar.
=

things
\ ol
lo
Kleemann.
There
are
specifications thai
Leonard
Abbot, the architect
will chec k
as soo» as everything ^
8
done, thew-iviiv
'
be done
supposedt„

STOCKTONS NEWEST MOTOR INN-

Charter Way Inn
DIRECT dial phones - SOME

friendship!
INNS

6,0f e" CHARTEH WAY
r

AT INTERSTATE 5

' '"'i-linen,n!"
J*
...
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Daysef fc

five courses in out- partiuj
discipline. The latter reqii
ment and two
basic
courses are w aived for the
dent involved in the I
program. However, he m
take 45 quarter-hours ol
during his first year
MeGeorge.
Caldwell hopes that
program will bolster CO!
law studies by attracting
keeping well-qualified
dents
wishing
lo atli
MeGeorge. "We want torel
By LISSA SH1H|| I S t ,
our good students." he
plained, adding that even
MeGeorge School ol
No one can
favors UOP graduates.
* because
The "highly success! 'Tetuniinu •
pre-law program, instill $c;is'soils ,S(M1
only three years ago. nowgt I'M Ol Ul.|
uates 20 students peryeari l«morn»w iSajy
has a current enrollment oil , A Parade
The new option, in additio) *'11 gabie.
McGeorge's policy ol favon J"st' Spartans
UOP graduates, gives 0
dance
well "considerable bars "May* k,s|u
111
ing power" in luring pok'
Alter ,
law students lo UOP.
Interested students sln> '
t tub, |||u|i
contact Caldwell for prej ^orialSi-ui
instructions on application)
cedures and requirement * 'Is \ ''

Klee mann

There are some common
threads, some similar needs on
every campus, but I wouldnt
However I
125 f. JAMESTOWN
|compare them.
STOCKTON. CAIIE '
will say that my reaction to
LOP ls very favorable. I like
lining. the campus, the student body
y
and the staff."

CAREER SEMINAR
= REAL ESTATE
WED. OCT. 23
7:30
P.M.
IN
THE
PLACEMENT CENTER

ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT
WEBERSTOWN
MALL

Dr. Wallace F". Caldwell,
director ol pre-luw studies at
UOP. stresses that a student
must have "very good quali
fications" in order to even be
considered for the special
program.

ASUOP Vice President
Mark Rogo said "The people
who got busted could ve been
anybody. This thing must be
taken care ol before you or 1
are the ones. 1 believe this
incident is a tlagranl violation
of the Bill of Rights."

St'KCIAI. UlSCOl NT KOH"
SOKOK1TV & FKATKKN1TY
FUNCTIONS.

HI

The program, available
only to UOP students, requires
that certain pre-luw quali
fications be completed by the
end of the junior year. To re
ceive his B.A.. the student
must then be accepted into
Mc-George and finish one year
of regular work there. A
student can earn a law degree
just two years later.

Al the rally Wednesday,
two members of the UOP
community
also
spoke.
Gwenneth Browne, professor
of philosophy.
said that
"Stockton w ould be a healthier
place to live if citizens
exercising their rights would
not be harassed."

Sepvtoti'a Liquor

%

Tutoring offered in German.
Native speaker. Call 477-4197

Lost: Pair
ol
prescription
glasses in purple-red case.
Name written inside. Vicinity
ol campus or AlpineAirport
West Lane in Stockton,
If
lound,contact Joanna in 305
Eiselen,462-9700. Centrix 2826

Arraignment was held for
Wixson and Hutton yesterday
at the county courthouse.
Court
Judge
Superior
has placed (lie
Woodward
under
heavy
building
surveillance since the arrest
took place. but he is also
concerned about the murder
trial of the DY1 inmate.

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery

Wanted: F'renchconversation.
Call 477-4197. Eves.

A
special
university
program was instituted re
cently giving prelaw majors
the opportunity to receive their
B. A. and law degrees after only
six years of study at UOP and
MeGeorge School of Law.

Delaney said that it is the
duty of the intelligence section
of the vice squad "to know
what is going on around town.''

Wixson and Hullon fell
that their arrest was an
•'attempt to prevent people
from hearing what Socialists
have to say."

|
PHONE 478-3273

Wanted: Earn up to $1200 .
school year hanging posters on
campus in spare time. Send
name, address, phone and
school to: Coordinator
Campus Representatives. P.O
Box 1384. Ann Arbor Mich
48106.

distributing
campaign
literature on the Delta
College campus the day before
his arrest.

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

Call Larry , at

Wanted: Babysitter for morn, JOBS
ON
SHIPS! No
or eve. Call Dr. Tulley at Elect. experience
required.
Flag. Dept. or Ellen at 463-6900. EXxcellent pay. Worldwidetravel. Perfect summer job or
For Sale: Stereo components. career.
Send $3.00 for
Major brand. 1-2 yrs. old.
information. SFIAFAX . Dept.
Excellent condition. Call Ed C12 P.O. Box 2049 Port
462-9336.
Angeles. Wa. 98362.
Need magic lingers? \\ e'vegot
20 to do your typing lor you.
Call Pally or Lit vy at 478-2400.
alter 4 p m.

direction in life," said Silva.
Actual dates have not been set.

PRELAW STUDENTS

Gossified Ads

Special law stud)
program formed Parade, St

Arrests

Newman House

from page one

M»rfl"n

H E A TEDPOOL

water SEDS

948-0321

Kleemann believes
the center w ill be ready1)1
middle of November
anxious lo move in. but in
long run i t 's better to wait
make sure everything i*
right."
Kleemann received
B.A. from San Jost' '
University in the lit1'®
history.
economics
political
science
working at Boise Slate
as assistant student 11
director, he completed
M.A. in College and Bui*
Administration
at
Stale University.
MARRIED AND e>i
ing his first child i"
months. Kleemann fet'b
his personal interests ah''
line wih the hopes B"'
center w ill be a niultii"'
cilily, covering evert
from gardening to niuM1
art.
,
According to Kief
he wants the center l"
active place with a in
different things gnieg _
well as a warm and b'1
place where you can g"
relax.
How does he led j'1".
center so far? I've ret*'1 j
lot of positive response i"1,.
Keep it up. We can al«-"
more.''

Sy by
Will

90s

BS" rGPub'"
™SG) r, ron,J
>ti v "dueled

«ditat

ion

said

